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Welcome Naster!
Birth of our company.

We turn 30
And decide to renew the technological 
cutting and coating systems.

Keeping up the standards
We restructure the MV power station and the heating 
plant for the office and the production buildings, with 
the aim to achieve higher production volumes, cost 
savings, reduced gas and electricity consumption.

New prospects as we turn 40 
2021 is the year of the rebound, acquiring new customers, 
penetrating new sectors, while our customer base is reinforced 
by a selection process conducted with the aim to improve 
customer/supplier relationships. With the wind in our sails we 
have reached 19 October 2021, the day that consecrates our 
first 40 years of activity, with spirit of sacrifice, vision and, first 
and foremost, a close-knit professional team! Best wishes Naster!

We grow
We inaugurate our second acrylic coating 

system and complete the cutting line with the 
addition of three automated systems and two 

product customisation systems.

Moving house
We move to a new production site in Martinengo (BG).

The move makes it possible to optimise the layout of our 
production and storage facilities and ensure higher service 
flexibility. We are now able to enhance our fast services to 

customers thanks to a much larger warehouse, achieving 
great speed of delivery.

New approach to the market
We have decided to focus on a new Italian and foreign 
customer base, with a view to achieving more effective 

market segmentation and higher margins. In this manner we 
can be closer to customer needs and steer towards better 

diversified, more specific customer/market targets.

Penetrating new markets
It is a year of far-reaching changes. 

New ambitious projects to set Naster apart and prepare 
the company for a future full of emotions, achievements, 

professional satisfaction and financial rewards. 
We are investing more, and with ever better results, in 

exclusive solutions for the luxury marine sector.

www.naster.it
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A reality made of values:
about us. 

We believe in the value of the family, social inclusiveness, and strong ties with the local community. This 
is why, over the years, we have worked to create a positive and serene working environment, attentive to the 
needs of our collaborators, and designed to promote personal and professional growth.

Our corporate vision places at the centre a human capital that is professional, well trained and always 
mindful of customer needs. In 2021, we administered more than 300 hours of training for collaborators 
at all company levels with the aim to improve the human and professional quality of our service and create 
an increasingly high-performing, motivated and close-knit team.

We deeply believe in the values of trust and respect for our work, for people and the environment. 
To improve the sustainability of our operations, we have invested in the installation of a 150 kW PV system 
and LED lights in all our offices and production facilities, sparing no effort to ensure compliance with 
emission and noise limits in our activities.  

We monitor each and every stage in our manufacturing processes, from raw material selection to production 
of the finished items, to ensure that our products meet the highest quality standards. Our production takes 
place entirely in Italy, strongly rooted in the Bergamo area and the values of tradition, but always looking 
to the challenges ahead and the evolving requirements of the international markets. 

What motivates us

OVER 40 YEARS’ 
EXPERIENCE IN THE SECTOR

2020 TURNOVER: 8.5 
MILLION EUROS WITH 350 
CUSTOMERS IN ITALY, THE 
EU AND OUTSIDE THE EU 

STAFF: 18 TRAINED, 
PROFESSIONAL 

COLLABORATORS 

2021: MORE THAN 40 MILLION 
SQUARE METRES OF PROTECTIVE FILM 

PRODUCED, MORE THAN 100,000 
TAPE AND FILM BOXES SOLD 

OUR PRODUCTS ARE SOLD IN MORE 
THAN 45 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES 

97.6% CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION 

We specialise in protecting and “enwrapping” your solutions, meeting your every need“ “#weprotectyoursolutions

40
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For over 40 years, Naster has been working to offer each and every 
customer specific, targeted solutions, designed to provide optimal 
protection, packaging and masking solutions in different sectors. We 
specialise in the production of protective films, adhesive tapes, 
stretch films for packaging applications and paper masking tapes 
for standard and professional uses, which are invariably top quality, 
sturdy and highly effective. 

Naster films are the ideal solution to protect any type of surface, whether valuable and delicate or rough 
and semi-processed. Manufactured with the aid of innovative technologies, they ensure effective protection 
against scratches, impurities, dust, external agents and UV rays. They simplify your work in all 
processing stages, from storage to transport.

Our adhesive tapes and paper masking tapes stand out for ease of use and removal, high strength 
and perfect adherence to any surface. To meet different product and goods packaging needs we have 
also developed stretch films, which can be applied manually and with automatic dispensing systems, are 
perforation resistant and customisable according to customer requests.

All Naster products are designed and manufactured in our laboratories, using leading-edge technologies, 
starting from a careful analysis of the specific requirements in each sector, conducted by a skilled, 
highly specialised staff, always attentive to customer needs.  Thanks to long-standing experience and high 
professional standards, Naster can recommend the best solutions to meet specific needs, while offering a 
choice of customising options over the entire range of products available.

In every sector, we are there

We develop innovative ways to protect your products, and make high 
quality protective films and adhesive tapes that are sturdy and durable. 
But we are much, much more than this: flexibility, competitiveness 
and prompt response, teamwork to meet sustainability, efficiency 
and quality goals and hence be able to fulfil any and all customer 
requirements.

It is thanks to what we believe in that we have 
secured a solid and stable market share. Family, 
the team and team spirit, attention to details are 
the values that have guided us so far and we will 
draw inspiration from in future. 
This is Naster and this is us.

www.naster.it
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Our job:
technology and quality.
We specialise in protecting and “enwrapping” your solutions, 
meeting your every need.

Environmental sustainability is a primary commitment for Naster, which is continually engaged in 
the research and development of processing methods having the lowest possible impact on the 
environment. We work to make our production operations as sustainable as possible and thus 
contribute to a more eco-friendly and better corporate vision for the future. 

The activities we have undertaken in recent years, and will continue to carry out for a better future, 
include: 

• Solar panels (150 kW power, full self-generation in the  
 hours of light)

• LED lighting for all our office and production facilities,  
 with human presence detection systems to drastically  
 reduce power consumption and eliminate energy  
 waste 

• Energy-efficient 2,500,000 kcal boiler resulting in  
 96% optimisation of gas consumption for production  
 purposes to minimise energy use 

• Energy-efficient inverter motors  

• Forklifts powered by lithium batteries

Eco friendliness
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Each of our products is cutting edge and reflects state-of-the-art technology in the packaging and adhesive 
tape sector.
We keep up-to-date with respect to all that concerns new products and new development tools, to be in 
a position to offer adhesive tapes and protective films that are more and more performant, sturdy and 
sustainable.

www.naster.it

The decision to certify our quality management 
system was prompted by our company 
philosophy and helped us obtain a slender, 
fast, flexible and well-documented organisation, 
in tune with today’s evolving world markets. We 
believe in establishing long-lasting relationships 
with our customers and our suppliers, based 
on mutual trust and traditional values, such as 
respect, reliability, professionalism. Naster has 
a certified quality management system.

Certifications

On-going innovation
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To each application,
its own solution.

12

Naster protective films are made by spreading water-based – and hence eco-friendly – acrylic emulsions  
on PO (polyolefin) supports from 20 to over 150 μ thick, or PET (polyester) supports of appropriate 
thickness for thermoforming. Thanks to a specific technology, our films feature a smooth, mirror-finished 
appearance. Our products can all be recycled and have a low impact on the environment.
The range offers a wide choice of adhesive types: from easy-peel, with minimal stickiness, for quick and 
easy removal, to products with high or very high tack, for the protection of carpets and highly structured 
products.

Besides the habitual sectors, we also make HDPE-LDPE Application Tape films, increasingly used as a paper 
replacement for panels in PVC obtained with a graphic plotter, such as those we see on the sides of trains 
and buses. Discover the full range of Naster products for your application sectors!
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Our sectors.

www.naster.it

ALUMINIUM 
AND STEEL

LACQUERED 
SURFACES AND 

LAMINATES

NAUTICAL
MARBLE AND 

AGGLOMERATES

DOORS AND 
WINDOWS

SANDWICH
PANELS

MEDICAL
CARPETS

GLASS
PMMA – PC 

STRAPPING 
BANDS

CARPETS

INDUSTRIAL 
PACKAGING

INTERIORS

EXTERIORS

DIGITAL AND 
GRAPHICS

AUTOMOTIVE

Strapping bands
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OUR SECTORS

Raw, anodised and painted 
aluminium, painted and 
stainless steel 
High strength protective films 
We make protective films with high mechanical strength and heat 
resistant supports, in a wide choice of versions, from low thickness 
films for the protection of sheet steel during profiling (e.g., when making 
sandwich panels) to medium-high thickness 
films for the protection of aluminium and/or 
steel plates. The water-based acrylic adhesive 
emulsions employed ensure good initial 
adhesiveness, are suitable for processing and 
easy-peel removal in one step, so as to reduce 
sheet metal product installation times. 
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Films for raw and pre-painted coils,
for the protection of aluminium and
stainless steel 
Naster films for aluminium and steel protect the surfaces of the products from scratches and impurities during 
processing and assembly operations. The film facilitates the machining process and reduces scrap rates, 
prevents surface damaging due to rubbing. Moreover, the lubricating effect of low density polyethylene 
(LDPE) extends the life of your equipment.
Easy removal without residues and the absence of impurities in the films and adhesives we use, 
combined with strength and transverse elasticity, are the most important characteristics of our protective 
films. Film adhesiveness and thickness are carefully evaluated at our laboratories as a function of types of 
surface and application.

3/12 months UV resistant protective films 
available on request. Duration depends on 
local conditions.

• Thickness. from 30 to 100 µ
• Supports: LDPE
• Adhesive type: acrylic emulsion and rubber    
 resin solution

• Band width: up to 2,040
• Customisation: on request
• Micro-perforation: on request

Technical features
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OUR SECTORS

Automotive
High quality protective films for 
car interiors 
Naster produces specific protective films for all interior vehicle components, 
from carpets and padded elements to the dashboards and PVC or aluminium finishes. 
Moreover, the protection of vehicle body, facia, mats and leather upholstery is a 
prerogative of Naster protective films. High adhesiveness combined with great strength 
and residual-free removal makes it possible to reduce protected part installation times 
and costs.

The new areas of application for protective films are the challenge our technicians are 
facing up to day after day. We receive many requests 
for new applications on a daily basis, and providing 
innovative solutions is our job. Besides their primary 
protective function, Naster films can also be customised 
with printed instructions, technical standards, or 
company logos, to make your products univocally 
identifiable.  
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3/6 months UV resistant protective films for vehicle interiors available on request. Duration depends on 
local condition.

• Colour: transparent, white, white - black
• Thickness. from 45 to 115 µ
• Supports: LDPE
• Adhesive type: acrylic emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm  
• Customisation: on request
• Micro-perforation: on request

Technical features
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OUR SECTORS

Digital and graphic
applications
Protective application tape films for graphics 

We make application tape films in high density polyethylene (HDPE) and low density 
polyethylene (LDPE) ensuring top-notch quality, excellent graphic and aesthetic results, easy 
application. Thanks to their thickness and consistency these films permit perfect alignment with 
the surface they are applied to.
This type of protective film is increasingly used as a 
paper replacement for panels in PVC obtained with 
a graphic plotter, such as those we see on the sides of 
trains and buses.
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OUR SECTORS

Exteriors
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OUR SECTORS

Industrial and
packaging
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OUR SECTORS

Interiors
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OUR SECTORS

Lacquered  surfaces and 
HPL and PVC laminates
High strength films for the protection of lacquered surfaces 
and HPL and PVC laminates

Naster films for the protection of lacquered surfaces and laminates are designed 
to ensure the protection of mirror-finished lacquered or highly structured surfaces, and 
can be removed effortlessly to facilitate the final installation of the parts. We produce 
special films for the thermoforming of HPL laminates and PVC sheets that can 
withstand high temperatures and will follow any surface seamlessly, and especially PVC 
sheets, without elastic memory and hence without return.
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Films for the protection of wooden surfaces, laminates, 
panels for kitchens and doors 

The beauty of the material and the appearance of the surface determine the value of a prized material such 
as wood. Naster has fine-tuned a full range of easily removable films to protect wooden surfaces, 
with a special focus on protection and a careful evaluation of the most appropriate peel-off film in terms of 
thickness and adhesiveness. Since it does not interact chemically with the surface and leaves no residues 
when removed, a Naster protective film makes it possible to maintain the value of a wooden surface 
unaltered and to ensure safety during transport and storage.

The tests conducted on a wide variety of surfaces and the continuous improvement of the products in 
our range of protective films are a prerogative of our research team. Besides their primary function, Naster 
protective films can also be customised with printed instructions, technical standards, or company 
logos, to make your products unique. 3/6 months UV-resistant films are also available on request.

• Colour: transparent, transparent blue, blue
• Thickness. from 45 to 85 µ
• Supports: LDPE
• Adhesive type: acrylic emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm
• Customisation: on request
• Micro-perforation: on request

Technical features
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OUR SECTORS

Marble and agglomerates 
A full line of protective films for marble
and agglomerates 
Naster proposes a full line of high-strength films for the protection of all types of marble 
surfaces, from smooth and glossy ones, requiring easy removal even after many months in 
storage, to highly structured parts requiring immediate adhesiveness for handling by means of 
suction cups. 

The beauty of the material and the appearance of the surface determine the value of prized 
materials such as marble and agglomerates. Naster has fine-tuned a full range of easily 
removable films to protect these surfaces. Since it does not interact chemically with the 
surface and leaves no residues when removed, a Naster protective film makes it possible to 
maintain the value of the supporting surface unaltered and to ensure safety during transport 
and storage. Naster protective films can also be customised with printed instructions, technical 
standards, or company logos, to make your products univocally identifiable.  (3/6 months) UV-
resistant films are also available on request.

• Colour: transparent, transparent blue, blue
• Thickness. from 45 to 55 µ
• Supports: LDPE
• Adhesive type: acrylic emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm
• Customisation: on request
• Micro-perforation: on request

Technical features
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OUR SECTORS

Carpets
High-quality protective films for carpets

Versatile, easy to use protective films
for residential and LSRS carpets 

Naster offers a full range of protective films for all types 
of carpet: smooth, highly resistant to wear, long-haired natural 
fabric, synthetic fabric car carpets. In particular, for large-scale 
production industrial carpets we offer low thickness films that 
unwind in perfect silence so as to reduce noise pollution during 
application.

Facilitating the installation of carpets and floorings, protecting 
carpets and leather are prerogatives of Naster protective films.  
High adhesiveness combined with appreciable strength and stain-free removal make it possible to 
reduce installation times and costs of the products protected. In buildings under construction or undergoing 
remodelling, these films ensure appreciable savings in the cleaning and protection of windows, doors, 
roofs and delicate parts. The new areas of application for protective films are the challenge our technicians 
are facing up to day after day. We receive many requests for new applications on a daily basis, and providing 
innovative solutions is our job. Naster films can also be customised with printed instructions, technical 
standards, or company logos, to make your products univocally identifiable.  UV resistant films can also 
be had on request to meet specific customer needs.

Naster has developed a dedicated range of films for residential 
premises and large-scale retail stores. Easy to use and apply, these 
films enable the end user to protect any type of environment, 
whether homes or offices, hotels or stores. In this case too, the 
products can be customised with 3/6 months UV resistance.

• Colour: transparent
• Thickness. from 30 to 115 µ
• Supports: LDPE
• Adhesive type: acrylic emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm
• Customisation: on request
• Micro-perforation: on request

Technical features
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OUR SECTORS

Nautical sector
Protective films for interior and exterior 
surfaces for the nautical sector 
Besides our range of films for interior surfaces, also available with flame 
retardant supports, we produce specific high thickness films for the 
protection of the hull gelcoat during dry-docking. During assembling and 
maintenance works, in fact, the valuable surfaces of a boat may be easily 
damaged and/or soiled, compromising the original beauty of the material. 
These surfaces are delicate and should be protected with great care, with 
carefully selected protective films of appropriate thickness and 
adhesiveness.

Since it does not interact chemically with the surface and leaves no 
residues when removed, a Naster protective film makes it possible to 
maintain the value of any surface unaltered. Before they can be brought to the market, our films must 
pass stringent laboratory tests: our technicians use the latest instruments to test the many different utilisation 
conditions of our films. Naster protective films can also be customised with printed instructions, technical 
standards, or company logos, and can be had with 3/6 months UV-resistance (duration depends on local 
conditions). Our technicians and sales staff are at the disposal of our customers at all times, to meet any need 
and recommend the most appropriate product as a function of customer requirements.

• Colour: transparent, transparent blue, blue
• Thickness. from 30 to 120 µ
• Supports: LDPE
• Adhesive type: acrylic emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,030 mm
• Customisation: on request
• Micro-perforation: on request

Technical features
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OUR SECTORS

Sandwich panels
Protective films specially conceived for sandwich panels

Protective films for sandwich panels, chequer plate,
pre-painted sheet metal and profiles 

We make high thickness protective films, blue coloured and easily detectable by photocell sensors, 
widely used to protect the overlap of sandwich panel joints. These sturdy, high quality films are specially 
conceived for use with sandwich panels in the building industry.  Naster protective films are one of the 
best solutions on the market against scratches, dust and UV rays, designed to protect pre-painted surfaces 
during processing, storage, transport and installation.

Naster protective films are the ideal solution to protect pre-painted surfaces during processing, 
storage, transport and installation and leave the technical characteristics of the products 
unaltered. At our laboratories, our research team can meet any customer need, by simulating 
application to different surfaces, and our sales technicians are at our customers’ disposal to satisfy any 
request. Naster films can also be customised with printed instructions, technical standards, or company 
logos, to make your products univocally identifiable, and can be had on request with 3/6 months UV-
resistance. 

• Colour: transparent, transparent blue, blue
• Thickness. from 25 to 90 µ
• Supports: LDPE
• Adhesive type: acrylic emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,030 mm
• Customisation: on request
• Micro-perforation: on request

Technical features
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OUR SECTORS

Strapping bands
in PP and PET 
Protective films for polypropylene and polyethylene 
strapping bands 
Naster produces protective films specially 
designed to protect the strapping bands 
from soiling, with an arrow printed on the 
film to indicate the direction of unwinding. 
Polypropylene (PP) bands have excellent 
economy and practicality features. It is 
the ideal packaging material for the most 
diversified manufacturing and craft industry 
sectors, and can be profitably used to secure a load and facilitate storage operations. Naster proposes 
different degrees of adhesiveness, thickness and customisation for its protective films.

• Colours available: silver, blue, red and clear
• Thickness: from 35 to 55 µ
• Possibility to print directional arrows on the film 

Technical features
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• Colours available: silver, blue, red and clear
• Thickness: from 35 to 55 µ
• Possibility to print directional arrows on the film 

www.naster.it

OUR SECTORS

Doors and windows
in aluminium and wood,
uPVC profiles
High quality protective films for 
aluminium and wooden doors and 
windows - profiles in uPVC

Maximum protection for door and window profiles 

We make protective films for door and windows 
featuring high resistance to elongation, a key 
feature during application in view of the narrow 
width of the profiles. Specially designed for doors 
and window and profiles in aluminium and wood, these products can be had in two versions: with an 
easy-peel adhesive type for smooth and anodised materials or with strong, immediate adhesiveness for 
new finishes, e.g., for calendered PVC sheets, painted aluminium, matt and very rough surfaces. These 
properties are optimal for the protection of wooden doors and other elements made of wood.

Naster protective films are an ideal solution for protection against external agents during production 
processes. During handling and storage, they make for a firmer grip. The range includes products ensuring 
3/6 months UV protection. The possibility to offer films of different widths, dimensions and colours 
enables us to satisfy our customers’ needs with fully customised products. Our products for doors and 
windows can be easily applied, can be removed without leaving any residue, and will readily adapt 
to a variety of surfaces: as a result, they are extremely handy and versatile to use.

Our laboratory performs specific evaluation tests to select the best solutions for the protection of specific 
surfaces. We provide advice based on the results of multiple tests, and twenty years’ experience with 
adhesives enable our technicians and sales staff to address evolving market needs. Naster films can also 
be customised with printed instructions, technical standards, or company logos, to make your products 
univocally identifiable.

• Colour: transparent, transparent blue, blue
• Thickness: from 45 to 80 µ
• Supports: LDPE
• Adhesive type: acrylic emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm
• Customisation: on request
• Micro-perforation: on request

Technical features
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OUR SECTORS

Medical carpets
Films for medical carpets
Naster produces protective films and specific solutions for the companies that manufacture carpets, 
with and without antibacterial treatment, for the medical sector. Our medical-grade films are specially 
designed for use in access areas and passageways, decontaminated packaging and clean rooms. They are 
easy to use and do not hinder the activities of the operators.  

Our protective films for the medical sector are available with thickness 
levels from 35 to 50 µ and in different variants.
Colour: transparent, green, red, blue and white.
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OUR SECTORS

Glass - PMMA - PC
Protective films for glass, Plexiglas and polycarbonate 

We make films for glass and (poured or 
extruded) PMMA, with specific adhesiveness 
as a function of the product the film is 
applied to: minimal for plates and very high to 
resist edge milling.  
The quality of the material and the appearance 
of the surface determine the value of prized 
materials such as glass, Plexiglas and 
polycarbonate. Naster has fine-tuned a full 
range of easily removable films to protect 
these delicate surfaces that call for a 
special focus on protection and a careful evaluation of the most appropriate films in terms of thickness 
and adhesiveness. Since it does not interact chemically with the surface and leaves no residues when 
removed, a Naster protective film makes it possible to maintain unaltered the value of the surface it is applied 
to and will improve safety during transport and storage. 
Naster films can also be had on request with 3/6 months UV resistance and/or customised with printed 
instructions, technical standards, or company logos, to make your products readily identifiable.

The tests conducted on a wide variety of surfaces and the 
continuous improvement of the products in our range of protective 
films are a prerogative of our research team.  Naster technicians and 
sales staff are at the disposal of our customers at all times, to meet 
any need they may have.

• Colour: transparent, transparent azure
• Thickness. from 40 to 100 µ
• Supports: LDPE
• Adhesive type: acrylic emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm
• Customisation: on request
• Micro-perforation: on request

Technical features
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Protective films, adhesive 
tapes and packaging 
products. Our products, 
our solutions.
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The ideal solution to protect any type of surface, whether valuable and delicate or rough and semi-
processed.

New Generation Films

Packaging

Tapes
Stretch film
Paper tapes

Bodywork tapes
Professional tapes
Standard tapes

Masking
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Our products, our solutions.
New Generation Films.
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Welcome to our “SKIN” world!

Let us join forces to protect one another against any agent that could ruin our surfaces and the 
world we share!

Over the last 7 years, our vision of the future and our company philosophy have led us to invest heavily in 
research and development in film supports, acrylic emulsions and many other aspects of our product lines. 
The amazing, exciting result is the creation of our “new generation films’’ and new categories fine-tuned 
in each and every detail. These innovative materials will bring about a drastic change in the habits of our 
customers, also thanks to a well trained and highly skilled staff.

NEW GENERATION FILMS
Innovative adhesive protection systems for every surface.

#NEWGENERATIONFILMNASTER
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A full range of easily removable protective films for wooden surfaces, with a special focus on protection and 
a careful evaluation of the most appropriate peel-off film in terms of thickness and adhesiveness. Since it 
does not interact chemically with the surface and leaves no residues when removed, a Naster protective film 
makes it possible to maintain the value of a wooden surface unaltered and to ensure safety during transport 
and storage. Besides their primary function, Naster protective films can also be customised with printed 
instructions, technical standards, or company logos, to make your products unique. UV-resistant films are also 
available on request.

Application sectors: HPL, laminates for interiors  √ Water resistance
 √ Does not turn yellow

Technical features:
• Colour: transparent, transparent blue, white/black
• Thickness: from 50 to 90 μ
• Support: Polyolefin (PE-PP)
• Adhesive type: acrylic in water-based emulsion
• Band width: up to 2,040 mm

• Micro-perforation: on request
• UV-resistant: 3/6/9/12 months and on request 
*Duration depends on local conditions

NP 1100 EP

Protective film for very delicate and brilliant finishes.

COD: E1100L1T06000100EP

• HPL and PVC lacquered and laminated surfaces
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 60 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment..

New Generation Films
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NP 189 BN

NP 98 BEP

Highly adhesive protective film for structured HPL finishes and also for outdoor use.

Protective film for delicate and shiny finishes.

COD: E189ABNFRE06000100

• HPL and PVC lacquered and laminated surfaces
• Support: PE-LD polyethylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E98L2T06000100BEP

• HPL and PVC lacquered and laminated surfaces
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 75 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 1,30 - 1,85 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 50 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,4 - 0,8 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment..

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 1303 HL 5

NP 93 D BEP RNL

Protective film for structured HPL finishes.

Protective film for matt finishes.

COD: E1303J2T06000100H5

• HPL and PVC lacquered and laminated surfaces
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E93L2T06000100DRNL

• HPL and PVC lacquered and laminated surfaces
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 90 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 1,0 - 1,5 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 50 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,5 - 0,8 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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A full range of protective films for all types of carpet: smooth, highly resistant to wear, long-haired natural 
fabric, synthetic fabric car carpets. In particular, for large-scale production industrial carpets we offer low 
thickness films that unwind in perfect silence so as to reduce noise pollution during application.
Also available on request are UV-resistant films and anti-perforation films for protection against shoes and 
heels.

Application sectors: Fitted Carpets, for trade fairs  √ Water resistance
 √ Does not turn yellow
 √ High resistanceTechnical features:

• Colour: transparent, transparent blue
• Thickness: from 30 to 100 μ
• Support: Polyolefin (PE-PP)
• Adhesive type: acrylic in water-based emulsion
• Band width: up to 2,040 mm

• UV-RESISTANT: 3/6/9/12 months and on request* 
*Duration depends on local conditions

NP 1309 MA2

High thickness protective film for domestic carpet.

COD: E1309A4T0600100MA2

• Residential and large-scale retail carpeting
• Support: PE-LD polyethylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 95 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 2.7-3.7 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 29 F

NP 39 GMA3 AP

Protective film for smooth carpets.

Anti-perforation protective film for domestic carpet.

COD: E1309A4T0600100MA2

• Carpets for fairs
• Support: PO (Polyolefins)
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E39A5T006000100GAPMA3

• Residential and large-scale retail carpeting
• Support: PO (Polyolefins)
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 35 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 28 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 1.75-2.05 N / cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 55 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 32 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 26 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 450% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 800% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 2.6-3.0 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 19 F

NP 29 GS

Protective film for smooth carpets.

Protective film, with excellent resistance outdoor, for smooth carpet.

COD: E19AMT06000100F

• Carpets for fairs
• Support: PO (Polyolefins)
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E29AMT06000100F

• Carpets for fairs
• Support: PO (Polyolefins)
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 31 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 35 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 27 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 500% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 700% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 1.45-2.05 N / cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 34 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 28 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 1.55-1.85 N / cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 1403 EPT

Embossed Application Tape for transferring PVC plotters.

COD: E1403J2D06000100EPT

• Digital and graphics, plotter (application tape)
• Support: Embossed PP
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 110 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 35 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load > 30 N/mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 1,00 - 1,15 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Special film for transferring drawings and letters to adhesive PVC.
High thickness and consistency for perfect alignment during application.
Good water resistance to facilitate application.

Application sectors: Application Tape, 
 Digital sector, Graphics

 √ High thickness
 √ For pre-spaced tapes applications
 √ Perfect alignment

Technical features:

• Colour: transparent
• Thickness: from 100 to 150 μ
• Support: HDPE - LDPE for the smooth standard  
 PP - LDPE for the embossed one
• Adhesive type: in watery dispersion

• Band: from 610 to 1.220 mm.
• Liner: on request
• Customisation: for the smooth gingham print
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NP 1403 PT

NP 1403 EPT LINER

Application Tape for transferring PVC plotters.

Embossed Application Tape, with liner designed to facilitate the opening of the roll and protect the adhesive for the 
transfer of PVC plotters.

COD: E1403J2D06000100PT

• Digital and graphics, plotter (application tape)
• Support: HD-LD polyethylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E1403J2D06000100EPTL

• Digital and graphics, plotter (application tape)
• Support: Embossed PP with liner
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 103 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 30 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load > 27 N/mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 1,25 - 1,75 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 110 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 35 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load > 30 N/mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 1,00 - 1,15 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 1803 PT

Application Tape for transferring PVC plotters.

COD:  E1803J2D06000100PT

• Digital and graphics, plotter (application tape)
• Support: HD-LD polyethylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 153 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 30 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load > 27 N/mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 1,0 - 1,5 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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A full range of protective films featuring high mechanical strength and heat resistant supports, in a wide 
choice of versions, from low thickness films for the protection of sheet metal during profiling (e.g., when 
making sandwich panels) to medium-high thickness films for the protection of aluminium and/or steel plates. 
The water-based acrylic adhesive emulsions used ensure good initial adhesiveness, are suitable for processing 
and easy-peel removal in one step, so as to reduce sheet metal product installation times.
Besides their primary function, Naster protective films can also be customised with printed instructions, 
technical standards, or company logos, to make your products unique. UV-resistant films are also available on 
request.

Application sectors: Pre-painted aluminium
 and steel Sandwich Panels

 √ Without residues
 √ Abrasion resistant
 √ Waterproof

Technical features:
• Colour: transparent, transparent blue
• Thickness: from 25 to 80 μ
• Support: Polyolefin (PE-PP)
• Adhesive type: acrylic in water-based emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm
• Micro-perforation: on request
• UV-resistant: 3/6/9/12 months on request*
*Duration depends on local conditions

NP 1305 BEP

Protective film, with easy removal for raw and painted aluminium, and painted steel.

COD: E1305L2T06000100BEP

• Raw and painted aluminium and steel
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 80 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,6 - 1,0 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 13C8 OVER

NP 18 EP

Special film to isolate the primed part in the overlap in the roofing sandwich panels from the PIR or PUR foam.

Easy release protective film for standard pre-painted polyester coatings.

COD: E13C8ZE06000100OVP

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: HD-LD polyethylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E18V5T06000100EP

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: PO (Polyolefins)
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 90 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 25 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 1.4-1.8 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 25 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 28 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 500% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 700% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 0,4-0,7 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 1903 HG BEP

NP 21 BTC

Protective film, with easy removal, with very high thermal resistance, specific for PIR foamed panels and a wide range of 
use on pre-painted polyester and PVDF.

Protective film for standard pre-painted polyester coatings.

COD: E903V3T06000100HGBE

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: PO (Polyolefins)
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E21K4T06000100GBTC

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: PO (Polyolefins)
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 47 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 30 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 26 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 400% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 750% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 0,4-0,8 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 30 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 30 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 28 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 400% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 700% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 0,5-0,9 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 23 G BEP

NP 231 BEP

Protective film, with easy removal, with excellent resistance to the outside and a wide range of use on pre-painted 
polyester and PVDF.

Easy release protective film with perfect resistance outdoor for standard pre-painted polyester coatings.

COD: E23L2T06000100GBEP

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: PO (Polyolefins)
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E231L6T06000100BEP

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: PO (Polyolefins)
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 32 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 30 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 28 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 400% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 700% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 0,4-0,8 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 32 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 30 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 28 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 400% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 700% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 0,4-0,6 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 53 BEP

NP 72 G EP

Protective film, with easy removal for aluminium and painted steel.

Protective film for pre-painted products that are embossed in-line, such as in the construction of panels for sectional doors.

COD: E53L2T06000100BEP

• Raw and painted aluminium and steel
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E72V2T06000100GEP

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 35 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 30 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 28 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 400% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 700% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 0,4-0,8 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 40 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 30 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 28 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 400% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 700% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 0.8-1.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 73 D HL5

NP 79 P

Protective film for rough prepainted and faux wood.

Protective film for extremely rough pre-painted surfaces, such as tile-like.

COD: E73J2T06000100DH5

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E79ATRA06000100H

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 55 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 1,0-1,5 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 55 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 2.15-2.65 N / cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 79 PS

NP 84 B

Protective film for decidedly rough pre-painted surfaces, such as tile-like.

Protective film for raw aluminium.

COD: E79ATRA06000100PS

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: EB84CT06000100

• Raw and painted aluminium and steel
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 50 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 1.8-2.4 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 65 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0.25 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP1100 EP

Easy release protective film for BA steel, brushed or mirror anodized aluminium.

COD: E1100L1T06000100EP

• Raw and painted aluminium and steel
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 60 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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A full range of protective films specially designed for every surface in the interior of a vehicle, from carpets and 
padded parts to dashboards and PVC and aluminium finishes. The protection of vehicle body, facia, carpets and 
leather upholstery is a prerogative of Naster protective films. High adhesiveness combined with great strength and 
residual-free removal makes it possible to reduce protected part installation times and costs.

Besides their primary function, Naster protective films can also be customised with printed instructions, technical 
standards, or company logos, to make your products unique. UV-resistant films are also available on request.

Application sectors: Fitted Carpets  √ No Ghost effect
 √ Shrink resistant
 √ Quick application

Technical features:
• Colour: transparent, transparent blue
• Thickness: from 55 to 115 μ
• Support: Polyolefin (PE-PP)
• Adhesive type: acrylic in water-based emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm
• UV-resistant: 3/6/9/12 months on request*
*Duration depends on local conditions

NP 1100 EP

Protective film for windows, windshields and aluminium or chromed parts.

COD: E1100L1T06000100EP

• Automobile
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 60 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load > 19 N/mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 1609 HS

NP 73 D HL5

Protective film for floors in spray booths.

Protective film for rough plastic parts and dashboards.

COD: E1609AT0600100HS

• Automobile
• Support: Polyethylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E73J2T06000100DH5

• Automobile
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 115 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load > 19 N/mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 2,2 - 3,0 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 55 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load > 19 N/mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 1,2 - 1,5 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 99 MA2

NP PG 0803HL5 PLUS

Protective film for car interior carpets.

Embossed anti-slip film for flooring.

COD: E99A4T0600100MA2

• Automobile
• Support: PE-LD polyethylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E0803J2T06000100H5PLUS

• Automobile
• Support: Embossed PE-LD polyethylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 68 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load > 19 N/mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 2,7 - 3,7 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 100 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load > 19 N/mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,6 - 0,9 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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SKYNFLOOR DISPENSER

Dispenser for the application of Skinfloor films.

COD: DISPENSERSKINFLOOR

• Dispenser

Application and Storage:
Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Thanks to the practical application and removal system on the floor and on different domestic surfaces, Skinfloor® 
reduces fatigue, avoids awkward positions and does not require the help of additional labour. The adhesive films, 
formulated with great attention to efficiency, are suitable for protecting floors of all types, glass, windows and 
furnishings. Skinfloor® surpasses the convenience and effectiveness of traditional cardboard rolls or protective 
sheets for whitening or painting.

Application sectors: Do it yourself
 Renovations
 Wall painting

 √ Without residues
 √ Easy to reposition
 √ High adhesiveness

Technical features:

NO EFFORT NO WASTE OF TIME

NO WASTEMORE EARNINGS

• Colour: transparent, transparent blue, blue
• Thickness: from 45 to 55 μ
• Support: LDPE
• Adhesive type: acrylic emulsion
• Band: up to a max of 2,040 mm

• Customisation: not available
• Micro-perforation: not available
* 3/6 months UV resistant products are available on 
request - The duration depends on the geographical 
conditions.
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COMPLETE KIT

Complete kit with dispenser for application and films for the protection of domestic surfaces.

COD: KITSKINFLOOR

Application and Storage:
Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

NP 70 TV BLU

Do your windows and profiles get dirty during painting or renovations? Skinfloor avoids any problems.

COD: E70C1B02500050TV

• Profile windows
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:
Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 79 F

NP51 I AZ TC

How much does it cost to clean or replace carpet if you paint or refurbish? Skinfloor saves you from worries and costs.

Do you need to protect your skirting boards quickly and easily? Skinfloor meets your need.

COD: E79AT04500050FR

• Home and office carpet
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E51K3T01000050IZC

• Skirtings and floors
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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A full range of high-strength films for the protection of marble, from smooth, glossy surfaces, which require easy 
removal even after many months in storage, to highly structured parts requiring immediate adhesiveness for 
handling by means of suction cups.

Besides their primary function, Naster protective films can also be customised with printed instructions, technical 
standards, or company logos, to make your products unique. UV-resistant films are also available on request.

Application sectors: Marble and agglomerates

Technical features:

• Colour: transparent, transparent blue
• Thickness: from 45 to 60 μ
• Support: Polyolefin (PE-PP)
• Adhesive type: acrylic in water-based emulsion   
 or adhesive-free but with extruded elastomer

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm
• Micro-perforation: on request
• UV-resistant: 3/6/9/12 months and on request*
*Duration depends on local conditions

NP 1100 EP

Protective film for marble and smooth agglomerates.

COD: E1100L1T06000100EP

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 60 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 73 D HL5

NP 90 EL

Protective film for rough agglomerates.

Protective film with adhesive applied in extrusion for marble and smooth agglomerates.

COD: E73J2T06000100DH5

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E90OGT10600100EL

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 55 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 1,0 - 1,5 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic

• Total thickness 45 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,4 - 0,6 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: Co-extruded elastomer

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 94 EP

Protective film for smooth agglomerates.

COD: E94VT0600100EP

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 50 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,2 - 0,5 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

www.naster.it
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A full range of films for door and window frames characterised by high resistance to elongation, a key factor 
during the application process on account of the narrow width of the profiles. Specially designed for wood and 
aluminium door and window frame profiles, they come in two versions: with easy-peel adhesive mass for smooth 
and anodised materials and with strong immediate adhesiveness for new finishes, e.g., for calendered PVC sheets, 
painted aluminium, matt and very rough surfaces. These properties are optimal for the protection of doors and 
other elements made of wood.
Besides their primary function, Naster protective films can also be customised with printed instructions, technical 
standards, or company logos, to make your products unique. UV-resistant films are also available on request.

Technical features:

• Colour: transparent, transparent blue, b/n
• Thickness: from 45 to 70 μ
• Support: Polyolefin (PE-PP)
• Adhesive type: acrylic in water-based emulsion

• Band width: from 15 mm to 2,040 mm
• UV-resistant: 3/6/9/12 months on request *
*Duration depends on local conditions.

NP 73 HL2

Protective film for slightly rough pre-painted products, such as Ral 9006 and 9007.

COD: E73JT06000100H2

• Sandwich panels for building sector
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 45 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 1,0-1,3 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 95 BEP

NP10C6 EP

Protective film, with easy removal for raw and painted aluminium, and painted steel.

Protective film for very rough coated PVC and aluminium profiles.
UV resistant 6 months in average European conditions.

COD: E95L2T06000100BEP

• Raw and painted aluminium and steel
• Support: PO (Polyolefins) with PE-LD dominance
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E10C6V4T06800100EP

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 52 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,7 - 1,1 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP82 H12 ZP

Protective film for windows with manual application too on frames and windows.

COD: E82V6T06000100D12Z

Application and Storage:
Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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Full range of products for boat interior and exterior surfaces, also available with flame-retardant supports. Choice 
of very thick films to protect the hull gelcoat during dry-docking, padded films for protection against falling tools, 
anti-skid film. During assembling and maintenance works, in fact, the valuable surfaces of a boat may be easily 
damaged and/or soiled, compromising the original beauty of the material.

Besides their primary function, Naster protective films can also be customised with printed instructions, technical 
standards, or company logos, to make your products unique. UV-resistant films are also available on request.

Technical features:
• Colour: transparent, transparent blue, white
• Thickness: from 45 to 600 μ
• Support: Polyolefin(PE-PP)
• Adhesive type: acrylic in water-based emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm
• UV-resistant: 3/6/9/12 months and on request*
*Duration depends on local conditions

HM 150 BOAT

Hot melt adhesive tape for patches or joints of the shrink wrap for external boats.

COD: H50C24B0960033

Application and Storage:

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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NP 1100 EP

NP 13 NREM

Protective film for glass, windscreen and handrail or steel parts.

Protective film for corridor parts during yacht refitting and painting.

COD: E1100L1T06000100EP

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: EN13PTRA06000100

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Technical features:

Technical features:

• Total thickness 60 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic

• Total thickness 110 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 2.0 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic
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NP 1309 MA2

NP 1603 HL3 PE 05

High thickness protective film for carpet.

Embossed anti-slip film for flooring.

COD: E1309A4T0600100MA2

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E1603JT06000010H3P5

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Technical features:

Technical features:

• Total thickness 95 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 2,7 - 3,7 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic

• Total thickness 110 my + 5mm Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 28 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load > 25 N/mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 200% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 400% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel <0.6 -0.8 N / cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic
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NP 1609 MA2 FR10

NP 180 GEL COAT

Very thick flame retard protective film for carpet.

Protective film for gel - coat

COD: E1609A4T0600100MA2FR10

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E180LB/N06000100S

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Technical features:

Technical features:

• Total thickness 120 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 2,7 - 3,7 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic

• Total thickness 65 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,45 - 0,75 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic
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NP 70 TV

NP 91 I AZ TC

Protective film for smooth lacquered furniture.

Protective film for natural wood and teak.

COD: E90C1T06000100MV

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E91K3T06000100IZC

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Technical features:

Technical features:

• Total thickness 40 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic

• Total thickness 50 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,8 - 1,2 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic
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New Generation Films
NP 98 BEP

NP PG 0803HL5 PLUS

Painted gel coat protective film for portholes.

Embossed anti-slip film for flooring.

COD: E98L2T06000100BEP

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E0803J2T06000100H5PLUS

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Technical features:

Technical features:

• Total thickness 50 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,4 -0,8 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic

• Total thickness 100 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel <0.6 -0.9 N / cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: Acrylic
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New Generation Films

Protective film specially designed for steel cutting with fibre and CO2 lasers, obtained with a natural rubber and 
resin adhesive mass. Its black-grey colour does not interfere with the laser lens. Customised with directional prints.

Technical features:

• Colour: Black/Gre
• Thickness: 100 μ
• Support: Polyethylene (LDPE)
• Adhesive type: natural rubber and resin

• Band width: up to 1300 mm
• Customisation: pre-printed with directional arrows
• UV-resistant: 6

NP 199 LF

Specific protective film for both Fibre and CO2 laser cutting.

COD: E199NF06000100LF

• Raw and painted aluminium and steel
• Support: PE-LD polyethylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:
Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Technical features:
• Total thickness 100 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 28 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 22 N/mm2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 400% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 700% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 1,3-1,7 N/cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: natural rubber and resin
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New Generation Films

A full range of films for poured or extruded (PMMA) glass with specific degrees of adhesiveness as a function 
of the product the film is applied to: minimal for plates and very high to resist edge milling. Special mirror safety 
versions are also available.

Besides their primary function, Naster protective films can also be customised with printed instructions, technical 
standards, or company logos, to make your products unique. UV-resistant films are also available on request.

Technical features:
• Colour: transparent, transparent blue, white
• Thickness: from 40 to 95 μ
• Support: Polyolefin (PE-PP)
• Adhesive type: acrylic in water-based emulsion
• Band width: up to 2,040 mm

• Micro-perforation: on request
• UV-resistant: 3/6/9/12 months on request*
*Duration depends on local conditions

NP 12 NREM

Certified “Mirror Backing” film, to be applied to the back of the mirrors, to prevent splinters from falling in case of breakage

COD: EN12PTRA06000100

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 95 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel 2.0 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: permanent acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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New Generation Films
NP 70 TV

NP 83 HL5

Multipurpose (also manual) protective film for glossy glass, methacrylate, and polycarbonate.

Protective film for rough / structured methacrylate and polycarbonate

COD: E90C1T06000100MV

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E83J2T06000100H5

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Technical features:

Technical features:

• Total thickness 40 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 75 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 1,0 - 1,4. N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic
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NP 90 MV

NP 98 BEP

Protective film for glossy glass, methacrylate, and polycarbonate.

Protective film for glass, even thin, with easy and dry release.

COD: E90C1T06000100MV

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E98L2T06000100BEP

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Technical features:

Technical features:

• Total thickness 48 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 50 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,4 - 0,8. N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic
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New Generation Films

For companies producing mats for the medical sector, with and without antibacterial treatment. Our medical-
grade films are specially designed for use in access areas and passageways, decontaminated packaging and 
clean rooms. They are easy to use and do not hinder the activities of the operators.

Besides their primary function, Naster protective films can also be customised with printed instructions, 
technical standards, or company logos, to make your products unique. Eco-friendly supports made from 
recycled plastic are also available on request.

Technical features:

• Colour: transparent, transparent blue
• Thickness: from 35 to 45 μ
• Support: Polyolefin (PE-PP)
• Adhesive type: acrylic in water-based emulsion

• Band width: up to 2,040 mm
• UV-resistant: 3/6*
*Duration depends on local conditions

NP 53 TAC

Dirt-proof film for medical carpets.

COD: E53J3T06000100TAC

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:
Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Technical features:
• Total thickness 35 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,90 - 1,10 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic
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New Generation Films
NP 73 D TAC SV

NP73 D TA

Ecological dirt-proof film for medical carpets.

Highly tacky, dirt-repellent film for medical carpets.

COD: E73J3T06500100DSVTAC

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: E73J3T06000100DTA

• Support: PO (Polyolefin) with 50% PE Second Life certified
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Technical features:

Technical features:

• Total thickness 45 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,90 - 1,10 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 45 my Internal method
• Longitudinal breaking load> 22 N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 19N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 300% ASTM D882-18

• Elongation to break> 600% ASTM D882-18
• Linear adhesion to steel < 0,85 - 1,15 N/cm A.F.E.R.A.  
 5001
• Adhesive mass: acrylic
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New Generation Films
Mission

www.naster.it

Developing technologically advanced protective films and adhesive tapes, meeting every customer need, 
guaranteeing impeccable delivery and customer care service, offering invariably high quality and setting up 
each work process with great precision and care: these are the cornerstones of our mission.

Without ever forgetting about environmental sustainability and the needs of our employees, in a perspective 
of professional ethics and respect for moral values. 

Branding our new products to valorise the range of new generation films and the company.

#NEWGENERATIONFILMNASTER
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www.naster.it

We develop packaging products characterised by ease of use, sturdiness and top-notch 
quality – you can find adhesive tapes, stretch films and paper products, everything you may 
possibly need for durable and highly resistant packaging solutions. 
These products can be customised, are easily applied, and leave no marks, facilitating handling and 
installations in countless applications

Sturdy, high quality packaging solutions 

TAPES

STRETCH FILMS

PAPER
TAPES
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Adhesive tapes
on plastic supports 

WARNING TAPE

For generic packaging applications; with water-based acrylic adhesives; available 
in plain and customised versions, with advanced flexo pre-press in up to 8 colours, 
printed on the back.
Noisy, with medium noise levels and completely silent. 

COD: VSEGG00500066S-1

• Closure: safety signs on the ground
• Support: PVC
• Adhesive Mass: Solvent - natural rubber and hydrocarbon resin

To stress distancing and safety zones in a visible and safe way.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Material PVC
• Total thickness 53,0 my ± 10 %
• Adhesion to steel ≥ 1.9 N / cm UNI EN ISO 1939

• Rolling ball tack ≤ 4 cm PSTC 6
• Shear ≥ 100hr. AFERA 5012

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The adhesive tapes 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The adhesive tape must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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PP 105 S

PP SV 128

Polypropylene adhesive tape with water-based emulsion acrylic adhesive mass without solvents. Silent product during 
unwinding and good resistance for closing single or double corrugated cardboard or recycled cardboard packaging.

Polypropylene adhesive tape with solvent adhesive mass. Noisy product during unwinding and good resistance for 
closing single or double corrugated cardboard or recycled cardboard and heavy packaging. Good resistance to cold 
winter temperatures.

COD: P28C24T0500066S

• Closure: Manual boxes
• Customisation: sandwich pre-print and print on the back up to 6 colours, both   
 negative and positive
• Support: BOPP Bi-oriented polypropylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

COD: PSV128A0500066N

• Closure: Manual box
• Customisation: negative and positive print on back up to 3 colours
• Support: BOPP Bi-oriented polypropylene
• Adhesive Mass: Solvent - natural rubber and hydrocarbon resin

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 47 my Internal method
• Linear adhesion to steel> 2.0 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001

• Rolling ball tack < 8 cm. PSTC 6
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

• Total thickness 43 my Internal method
• Linear adhesion to steel> 1.3 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001

• Rolling ball tack < 1 cm. PSTC 6
• Adhesive mass: natural rubber and resins

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The adhesive tapes 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The adhesive tape must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The adhesive tapes 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The adhesive tape must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Adhesive tapes on plastic supports
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Adhesive tapes on plastic supports
WARNING TAPE PRINTED WITH BLACK 
AND YELLOW STRIPES

COD: VSEGG00500066S

• Closure: safety signs on the ground
• Support: PVC
• Adhesive Mass: Solvent - natural rubber and hydrocarbon resin

COD: P28C24T05

• Closure: Manual box
• Customisation: sandwich pre-print and print on the back up to 6 colours,   
 both negative and positive
• Support: BOPP Bi-oriented polypropylene
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

To delineate distancing and safety zones in a visible and safe way.

Polypropylene adhesive tape with watery emulsion acrylic adhesive mass without solvents. Noisy product during 
unwinding and good resistance for closing single or double corrugated cardboard or recycled cardboard packaging.

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• Material PVC
• Total thickness 53,0 my ± 10 %
• Adhesion to steel ≥ 1.9 N / cm UNI EN ISO 1939

• Rolling ball tack ≤ 4 cm PSTC 6
• Shear ≥ 100hr. AFERA 5012

• Total thickness 47 my Internal method
• Linear adhesion to steel> 2.0 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001

• Rolling ball tack < 8 cm. PSTC 6
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The adhesive tapes 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The adhesive tape must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment. 

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The adhesive tapes 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The adhesive tape must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

PP 99
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Stretch films
High performance packaging films

EA 123 F125

In this section you will find Naster stretch films for packaging, available for both automatic and manual 
application. Resistant and customisable, they are high quality new generation films designed to satisfy many 
different packaging needs.

COD: SA125 ESTENSIBILE

• Packaging: 736 kg pallet
• Closure: profiles in aluminium, PVC and the like manuale
• Support: LLDPE

Multi-layer LLDPE stretch film with 150% guaranteed pre-stretch (at 23 μm). The standard automatic stretch film is 
recommended for application with automatic and semi-automatic pallet wrapping machines. Our standard automatic film 
has above average puncture resistance in the standards market.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• reel weight: 340 kg
• length: 100 metres
• thickness: 23 micron
• Material LLDPE
• Total thickness 23 my UNI 8516

• Other available thicknesses: 17 micron
• Longitudinal breaking load> 40 N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 18N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 380% ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 550% ASTM D882-18

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The extensible films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The extensible film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment
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Stretch films
EA 123 F500

EA 135 F500

COD: SA500 ESTENSIBILE

• MANUAL
• Packaging: 736 kg pallet
• Closure: boxes with standard pallet bands and automatic orbital wrapping machines
• Customisation: negative and positive print on back up to 3 colours
• Support: LLDPE

COD: SA500ESTENSIBILE35

• Packaging: 736kg pallet
• Closure: boxes with pallet band
• Customisation: negative and positive print on back up to 3 colours
• Support: LLDPE

Multi-layer LLDPE stretch film with 150% guaranteed pre-stretch (at 23 μm). The standard automatic stretch film is 
recommended for application with automatic and semi-automatic pallet wrapping machines. Our standard automatic film 
has above average puncture resistance in the standards market.

Multi-layer LLDPE stretch film with 150% guaranteed pre-stretch (at 23 μm). The standard automatic stretch film is 
recommended for application with automatic and semi-automatic pallet wrapping machines. Our standard automatic film 
has above average puncture resistance in the standards market.

Technical features:

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

Application and Storage:

• reel weight: 17 kg
• pallet weight: 736 kg
• Material LLDPE
• Total thickness 23 my UNI 8516
• Other available thicknesses: 17, 20

• Longitudinal breaking load> 40 N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 18N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 380% ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 550% ASTM D882-18

• reel weight: 17 kg
• pallet weight: 736 kg
• length: 850 metres
• Material LLDPE
• Total thickness 30 my UNI 8516

• Longitudinal breaking load> 40 N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 18N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 380% ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 550% ASTM D882-18”

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The extensible films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The extensible film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The extensible films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The extensible film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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EA 123 F250
COD: SA250 ESTENSIBILE

• Packaging: 736kg pallet
• Closure: boxes with standard pallet bands and automatic orbital wrapping machines
• Support: LLDPE

Multi-layer LLDPE stretch film with 150% guaranteed pre-stretch (at 23 μm). The standard automatic stretch film is 
recommended for application with automatic and semi-automatic pallet wrapping machines. Our standard automatic film 
has above average puncture resistance in the standards market.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Reel weight: 8,5 kg
• Length: 180 metres
• Material LLDPE
• Total thickness 23 my UNI 8516

• Longitudinal breaking load> 40 N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 18N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 380% ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 550% ASTM D882-18

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The extensible films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The extensible film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment. 

EA 130 F500
COD: SA500ESTENSIBILE30

• Packaging: 736kg pallet
• Closure: boxes with standard pallet bands and automatic orbital wrapping machines
• Customisation: negative and positive print on back up to 3 colours
• Support: LLDPE

Multi-layer LLDPE stretch film with 150% guaranteed pre-stretch (at 23 μm). The standard automatic stretch film is 
recommended for application with automatic and semi-automatic pallet wrapping machines. Our standard automatic film 
has above average puncture resistance in the standards market.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• reel weight: 17 kg
• pallet weight: 736
• length: 1020 metres
• Material LLDPE
• Total thickness 30 my UNI 8516

• Longitudinal breaking load> 40 N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 18N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 380% ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 550% ASTM D882-18”

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The extensible films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The extensible film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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Stretch films
EM 123 F100

COD: EM123230

• Packaging: 60 coils per box and 45 boxes per pallet
• Closure: manual boxes
• Support: profiles in aluminium, PVC and the like manuale

Multilayer LLDPE Stretch film suitable for the normal needs of storage and transport of goods. The standard manual stretch 
film allows you to pack and protect pallets and materials of various types in a simple and effective way. Our standard 
manual film has good puncture resistance.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• reel weight: 230 gr
• length: 100 mtl
• thickness: 23 micron
• Total thickness 23 my UNI 8516
• Other available thicknesses: 17, 20, 30

• Longitudinal breaking load> 40 N mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 18N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 380% ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 550% ASTM D882-18”

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The extensible films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The extensible film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

EM 123 F125
COD: EM123340

• Closure: manual boxes
• Support: LLDPE

Multilayer LLDPE Stretch film suitable for the normal needs of storage and transport of goods. The standard manual 
stretch film allows you to pack and protect pallets and materials of various types in a simple and effective way. Our 
standard manual film has good puncture resistance.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• reel weight: 340 gr
• length: 100 mtl
• thickness: 23 micron
• reel weight: 2,6 kg
• Material LLDPE
• Total thickness 23 my UNI 8516

• Other available thicknesses: 17, 20, 30
• Longitudinal breaking load> 40 N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 18N / mm ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 380% ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 550% ASTM D882-18

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The extensible films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The extensible film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

MANUAL MINI ROLL

MANUAL MINI ROLL
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EM 123 F500
COD: EM12326

• Closure: Manual boxes
• Customisation: negative and positive print on back up to 3 colours
• Support: LLDPE

Multilayer LLDPE Stretch film suitable for the normal needs of storage and transport of goods. The standard manual stretch film 
allows you to pack and protect pallets and materials of various types in a simple and effective way. Our standard manual film 
has good puncture resistance.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Reel weight: 2,6 kg
• length: 180 metres
• Material LLDPE
• Total thickness 23 my UNI 8516
• Other available thicknesses: 17, 20, 30

• Longitudinal breaking load> 40 N mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Transversal breaking load> 18N / mm 2 ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 380% ASTM D882-18
• Elongation to break> 550% ASTM D882-18

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The extensible films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The extensible film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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Paper Tapes
Adhesive tapes with eco-friendly
paper supports 

ECOMASK

The highest quality at the service of your needs. The paper products made by Naster, 
such as adhesive tapes, are made for specific operations, and guarantee the best 
possible result, in a clean and lasting way. You can customise them as you like, you will 
always find the right solution for your business.

COD: MPECOMASK5050

• Closure: Manual box
• Customisation: negative and positive print
 on back up to 3 colours
• Support: Kraft paper
• Adhesive Mass: Solvent - natural rubber and hydrocarbon resin

For generic packaging; with semi-crepe paper support and natural rubber adhesive; available neutral and with print on 
the back up to 3 colours.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 135 my Internal method
• Paper weight 58 gr/mq. Internal method

• Linear adhesion to steel> 2.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Adhesive mass: Natural rubber and resins

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The adhesive tapes 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The adhesive tape must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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To paint, or work on, walls, car body parts, elements made of wood or any other element requiring 
precise paintwork, it is essential to apply tape along the edges. Good masking tapes, as are proposed 
by Naster, make it possible to obtain well defined paint edges, obtaining high quality, precise results, in 
line with your expectations. Whatever your needs, we have the masking tape that’s right for you.

Professional tapes for the best results in every application

BODYWORK 
MASKING TAPES 

PROFESSIONAL
TAPES

STANDARD
TAPES
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Bodywork masking
tapes 

MASK 80° PLUS

The bodywork masking tapes proposed by Naster have been designed to ensure perfect 
masking and full protection to the surfaces during the painting process. Sturdy and easy 
to apply, they make it possible to obtain clean, top quality results, speeding up the job 
and eliminating the need for subsequent retouching. All masking tapes can be removed 
quickly, without leaving marks, residues or smears on the surfaces.

COD: MP80N00190050Y

• Closure: rolls per box and per pallet
• Support: creased paper
• Adhesive Mass: Solvent - natural rubber and hydrocarbon resin

Paper tape for masking during industrial and bodywork painting

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 135 my Internal method
• Linear adhesion to steel> 2.7 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Rolling ball tack < 3 cm. PSTC 6

• Thermal resistance during application: 80° C. for half 
 an hour
• adhesive mass: natural rubber and resins

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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Professional Tapes
for house painters and decorators 

BLUE MASK

The professional masking tapes proposed by Naster have been designed to protect most 
effectively all types of surface, no matter how delicate, during the painting process. UV 
resistant and easy to apply and to remove, they are the ideal solution to work with ease, 
without dirtying the surfaces, and achieve precise, high quality results.

COD: MPBLUEMASK

• Closure: rolls per box and per pallet
• Support: creased paper
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Masking paper tape with UV resistance

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 135 my Internal method
• Linear adhesion to steel> 1.4 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Resistance to UV rays 30 days. in average conditions  

 EU Internal method
• adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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WASHI TAPE LOW TACK PINK

COD: WASHI050050ROSA

• Closure: rolls per box and per pallet
• Support: Washi Japanese paper
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Washi paper masking tape for very delicate surfaces.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 75 my Internal method
• Paper weight 63 gr/mq. Internal method

• Linear adhesion to steel> 0.8 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The adhesive tapes 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The adhesive tape must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

WASHI TAPE
COD: WASHI0

• Closure: rolls per box and per pallet
• Support: Washi Japanese paper
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Masking Washi paper tape with UV resistance.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 92 my Internal method
• Paper weight 82 gr/mq. Internal method
• Linear adhesion to steel 1.4 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001

• Resistance to UV rays 60 days. in average conditions EU  
 Internal method
• Adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The adhesive tapes 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The adhesive tape must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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WASHI TAPE LOW TACK VIOLET

COD: WASHI02

• Closure: rolls per box and per pallet
• Support: Washi Japanese paper
• Adhesive Mass: Acrylic in water-based emulsion

Washi paper masking tape for delicate surfaces

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 80 my Internal method
• Paper weight 72 gr/mq. Internal method

• Linear adhesion to steel> 1.2 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• adhesive mass: acrylic

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The adhesive tapes 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The adhesive tape must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.
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Standard Tapes
for painters

MASK 60°
COD: M60N00190050Y

• Closure: rolls per box and per pallet
• Support: creased paper
• Adhesive Mass: Solvent - natural rubber and hydrocarbon resin

Paper tape for masking during wall painting

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 120 my Internal method
• Linear adhesion to steel> 1.8 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Rolling ball tack < 3 cm. PSTC 6

• Thermal resistance during application: 60° C. for one  
 hour adhesive mass: natural rubber and resins

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Naster’s standard masking tapes are versatile and easy to use solutions, useful for 
protecting different types of materials during whitewashing, painting or renovation works. 
Resistant and high quality, they can be applied and repositioned quickly and, once 
removed, leave no residue on surfaces, even the most delicate ones.
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MASK LT
COD: MLTN00500050Y

• Support: creased paper
• Adhesive Mass: Solvent - natural rubber and hydrocarbon resin

Paper tape, low tack, for masking during wall painting only for wooden, aluminium, wood and aluminium frames 
painting.

Technical features:

Application and Storage:

• Total thickness 115 my Internal method
• Linear adhesion to steel> 1.0 N / cm A.F.E.R.A. 5001
• Rolling ball tack < 3 cm. PSTC 6

• Thermal resistance during application: 80° C. for half  
 an hour
• adhesive mass: natural rubber and resins

Please store in a dry place, away from light and at a 
temperature between 15° C and 25° C. The protective films 
must be stored and kept in the original packaging. If the 
storage conditions are not optimal, recondition the product 

before use. The protective film must be applied within 12 
months from the date of shipment.

Standard Tapes for painters
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Via Tonino da Lumezzane SNC
24057 Martinengo (BG) - Italy

+39 035844009

800 93325

www.naster.it

info@naster.it

Naster

@nastersrl  

@naster_srl

@naster_srl

Naster Srl We protect your solutions
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